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Abstract: Learning to ‘read’ places is a fundamental skill for built environment
designers. Although we may intuitively respond to different designed environments the silencing effect of a church interior or the imposing scale of a grand estate, for
example – the ability to understand how places are spatially and semiotically
constructed (encoded) and interpreted by others (decoded) is an ongoing aspect of
design education. In this paper, a teaching-led research project addressing such
design literacy is presented. This project simultaneously introduces the concept of
design interpretation to students whilst addressing the research question ‘how do
different students read their own university campus?’ A cohort of first year
architecture students were asked to voluntarily complete an online survey capturing
their responses to a range of campus spaces, and the survey results were presented to
the students in a follow-up lecture titled ‘Reading the Built Environment’. This exercise
benefits students by informing them about the communicative power of architecture
and landscape design, encouraging them to critically reflect on their own place
perceptions, and engaging them in research methods. The research findings provide
educators and University management with evidence suggesting how campus spaces
can be designed and represented to be more welcoming to students.
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What student sensibility is there unresponsive to the beautiful nave where the
daily chapel was held, the stately portico where the class would group itself to be
photographed […]? And many an old grad has reflected […] that venerable walls
and carved chimney pieces, picturesque gables and vaulted archways endure
forever (Clauder and Wise, cited in Coulson et al 2011, p. vi)
In 1921, Clauder and Wise posed a rhetorical question which affirmed the power of
university campus design to perpetuate a collective student sensibility of belonging,
tradition, and reverence. Several decades on, we no longer assume that all places of
higher education are the same, or that all students perceive a campus in the same way.
How do today’s diverse student population respond to different learning
environments? Are university campuses intimidating, welcoming, easy to find and
familiar, or inaccessible and alienating? If built environment design is about making a
‘design statement’ – what are our University campus' saying? And at another level, can
the investigation of these issues teach design students to be critically aware of the
semiotics of space?
In 2012 a teaching-led research project conducted at the University of Nottingham
explored these questions. The project aimed to find out how design students ‘read’
their own campus environment, whilst simultaneously introducing those students to
interpretation skills and awareness which are central to built environment design
education. A cohort of first year architecture students were asked to voluntarily
complete a survey capturing their responses to a range of spaces on three different
campus’ across their university. The results of this survey were presented to the same
group of students as part of a follow-up lecture presentation which introduced the
theory and application of semiotic analysis in design. The teaching outcomes of this
project benefit students by informing them about the communicative power of
architecture and landscape design, encouraging them to critically reflect on their own
place perceptions, and exposing them to design research methods in an accessible and
participatory way. The research findings provide educators, designers and University
management with recommendations for how the campus can be designed and
represented to be welcoming for all, thus addressing one means of widening
participation in Higher Education (HE).
This paper is divided into four parts. ‘Reading the Campus - Semiotics’ summarises
semiotic theory as it pertains to built environment design, and reviews existing
literature to provide a semiotically informed analysis of campus design over time. This
theoretical framework both underpins the research topic and represents a core
element of the theory being taught to students. ‘Accessing the campus’ discusses
widening participation in universities, noting the overall policy context and the
potential influence of campus design on access to higher education. ‘Researching
perceptions of the campus’ presents the research methodology and findings of the
student survey. ‘Teaching-led research on campus’ concludes with a reflection on the
research findings and the value and limitations of this pedagogical approach.
Reading the campus - Semiotics
Learning to ‘read’ designed landscapes and architecture is a fundamental skill for
built environment designers. Semiology – the science of signs – is a structuralist
interpretive method which has provided one means of literally applying design literacy,
and has influenced built environment design and education since the 1970s (Hale 2000,
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pp. 144 - 169). Semiotic analysis positions buildings and landscapes as culturally
constructed ‘texts’ whose meanings can be read or deciphered according to underlying
linguistic structures. It remains one of several methods which can be used to critically
analyse how designed environments take on meaning, namely by “applying linguistic
theory to objects […] as a system of signs, [isolating] the underlying sets of laws by
which these signs are combined into meanings” (Eagleton, cited in Hale 2000, p. 132).
Although people may intuitively respond to different environments - the imposing
scale of a palace gate or the vibrant ambience of a narrow cafe lined street, for
example – the ability to understand how places are spatially and semiotically
constructed or ‘encoded’ by designers and interpreted or ‘decoded’ by others is an
acquired skill. Semiotic analysis demands critical thinking on the part of the student. It
promotes an awareness of design beyond its technical or functional aspects, which is
consistently part of the core set of attributes expected of University graduates in
1
general and design graduates in particular.
The university campus, as a spatial typology, provides fertile ground for sowing the
seeds of semiotic analysis and critical interpretation to design students. As the opening
description of Clauder and Wise illustrates, universities have long built campus’ as
physical embodiments signalling notions of learning and tradition. Their description,
which moves beyond the functional aspects to instead evoke a nostalgic environment
of beautiful, stately, venerable and picturesque settings, is consistent with more recent
critical interpretations of campus architecture as “an architecture of ideology” (Coulson
et al 2011, p. 1):
Through its physical estate, a university can reinforce the high ideals of scholarship
and institutional values to create a unique and defining sense of place […] the
entire environment can be shaped into an expression of institutional identity and
ambitions (Coulson et al 2011, p. vi)
The following review of the history of the campus design typologies reveals an
evolution of building and landscape styles which have been explicitly designed to
express values associated with higher education:
The first European institutions to form as ‘universities’ as we know them were not
defined by a physical campus, instead conducting classes in existing spaces such as
houses and churches. During the Middle ages some institutions began acquiring

1

For example, in the UK the Architects Registration Board (ARB), which is responsible
for accrediting Architecture degree programs, stipulates that graduates should
“develop a conceptual and critical approach to architectural design […and demonstrate
the] ability to evaluate evidence, arguments and assumptions in order to make and
present sound judgments within a structured discourse relating to architectural culture,
theory and design” (ARB 2010, pp. 3 & 7 emphasis added). At an individual institutional
level, University of Nottingham sets out ‘critical thinking’ as a core Nottingham
Graduate attribute, noting “Across the range of disciplines at the University, there is a
common interest in what constitutes a critical approach” (Nottingham University
website ‘Nottingham’s Educational Values’ 2012).
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property (e.g. the University of Paris in the Latin Quarter) and by the time of the
Renaissance universities “increasingly felt the desire for the prestige that accompanied
owning purpose-built academic facilities” (Coulson et al 2011, p. 1). Such buildings
“were physical manifestations of the omnipresence of the European university, a visible
sign that the university had evolved from a loose association of scholars and masters
into an institution” (Coulson et al 2011, pp. 2 – 4). Oxford and Cambridge epitomise this
development, especially the residential college model (Coulson et al 2011, pp. 4 – 7).
The monastic-like courtyard typology, where a series of residential and teaching
buildings clustered around an enclosed, private and exclusive space, was cemented
here.
When America established its own institutions of higher learning, it sought to break
from the European cloister tradition and opted for “separate buildings sited in open
landscape, approachable and accessible to the community” (Coulson et al 2011, p.8).
Thomas Jefferson’s 1822 plan for the University of Virginia combined the order and
refinement of unified neo-classical pavilions with spacious open tree-lined lawns where
the academic community could interact, physically opening up to the wider landscape
and community. Later the ideas of landscape architect Fredric Law Olmsted
emphasised the importance of edifying nature as an appropriate setting for learning. In
Olmsted’s designs, buildings set informally within picturesque park-like campus
grounds were intended to positively influence the well being and moral character of
society’s future leaders (Coulson et al 2011, pp. 13 – 14).
th
New universities in 19 century Europe were characterised by the construction of
urban buildings of grandiose ambition and stature. By combining historical architectural
references and imposing large scale these “temples of learning” were buildings “loaded
with symbolic capital” (Coulson et al 2011, pp. 17 - 19). Building new structures in neogothic or neo-classical style was one strategy used to intentionally construct an
impression of age, permanence and tradition befitting “the immemorial longings of
Academic generations” (West 1910, cited in Coulson et al 2011, p. 23).
When a dramatic global expansion of university enrolments occurred after World
War Two, the character of university campus design changed with it. As well as
addressing the practical need for space to accommodate the numbers of people
accessing higher education, new spatial types reflected a more diverse, less elite
institutional outlook. From individual Modernist buildings in glass and steel through to
entire campus layouts modelled as new mini-cities, design reflected a progressive
attitude as well as reflecting the dominant architectural theories and innovations of the
era. Later, when postmodern ideas heralded a return to historicism in architecture, this
was manifest in a reinterpretation of the scale and motifs of recognisable architectural
styles from the past (Coulson et al 2011, pp. 32).
Most recently, the rise of the starchitect phenomenon and branding has seen
universities commission iconic landmark buildings. Amid the perceived need to
compete for students, many campus’s now feature the “curves, jagged contours, blobs,
bulges, high-tech materials and vivid colours” of contemporary headline-grabbing
design (Coulson et al 2011, pp. 33 – 35). Such buildings can be considered an effective
means of generating an awe-inspiring and “cutting edge” institutional image;
alternatively they have been criticised as expensive, impractical architecture reflecting
commercially motivated image-making (Coulson et al 2011, pp. 35).
This reading of campus design illustrates that the places where we teach and learn
have evolved over time to include several different stylistic trends, from the
introspective cloister, the imposing public building, the picturesque park, and the
770
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Modern urban landscape. Regardless of typology or era, when interpreted semiotically
they all share a common expressive function. It is within this context that today’s
students and prospective students encounter the campus environment, consciously or
unconsciously decoding its mix of semiotic messages.
Accessing the campus
Space, like language, is socially constructed; and like the syntax of language, the
spatial arrangements of our buildings and communities reflect and reinforce the
nature of gender, race, and class relations in society. The uses of both language
and space contribute to the power of some groups over others and the
maintenance of human inequality (Weisman, cited in Krusemark 2012, p. 27)
Inclusive education is concerned with “overcoming barriers to participation that
may be experienced by any pupils” (Ainscow cited in Hockings 2010.). Could one such
barrier may be the design of the campus itself and the messages it transmits? When
writing in 1921 Clauder and Wise evoked a positive and uniformly collective student
response to the campus environment and all it signifies – a sense of identification and
belonging. However, contemporary theory espouses the view that the way in which the
campus-as-text is read and identified with (or not) is dependent on the spatial literacy
and subjective position of the student. Perceptions may vary depending on any number
of personal factors such as economic background, gender or ethnicity. A university
environment may appeal to one student but be perceived as alienating to another. In
an age where equitable, non-discriminatory access to higher education is a legally
recognised right, and when university policies actively seek to encourage underrepresented socio-economic groups to enter the HE system, the way in which a campus
may encourage or discourage identification with higher education is a significant issue.
Creating inclusive learning and teaching environments is a common goal within HE.
Widening Participation is the term used to describe initiatives which address patterns
of under-representation in HE. Particular under-represented groups are those from
lower socio-economic groups or working class backgrounds, low participation
neighbourhoods and families with no experience of HE (Higher Education Academy
2012). At the institutional level, efforts to widen participation include outreach
programs in schools and local communities, admissions policies which consider an
applicant’s ‘less advantaged family environment’, and financial support such as
scholarships and means-tested bursaries. Within the UK, where 2012 legislation has
seen University fees increase several thousand pounds per year, efforts to ensure
students are not excluded from HE due to financial disadvantage have taken on
2
additional importance.
Once gaining access to university, students from under-represented backgrounds
may still face disadvantages. Targeted research investigating how students cope within

2

For example, the University of Nottingham has a dedicated campaign, ‘Nottingham Potential’, offering a
number of tailored services and financial assistance to support disadvantaged students to progress to the
University. One aspect of the campaign included a high profile fundraising event, where the Vice Chancellor
and other staff rode bicycles over 1,100 miles across the UK, raising awareness and almost £250,000 in
donations and “breaking the cycle of disadvantage”. See
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/supportus/currentfundingpriorities/theuniversityofnottinghamslifecycle/theu
niversityofnottinghamslifecycle.aspx and
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/impactcampaign/campaignpriorities/NurturingTalent/NottinghamPotential/N
ottinghamPotential.aspx
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specific disciplines have shown that coming from a non-academic background can
negatively affect their progress. A 2009 study of Art and Design students in the UK
found the “inaccessible language of Art theory” was a barrier akin to “learning a foreign
language” which students from non-academic backgrounds found particularly
challenging and alienating. Students cited in that study commented “I’m a Yorkshire
lass … and I’m quite plain talking” and “They make everything confusing in big, fancy
words” (Hudson 2009, pp. 108 – 109). In short, an understanding of student’s different
backgrounds is necessary if educators are to develop curricula and communications
which allow their students to engage with the HE environment.
While strategic university policies, promotions and a variety of pegaogical
techniques may communicate a message of openness and accessibility, the extent to
which the design of the physical campus itself is considered as a positive form of
communication is not as apparent. Existing research in the area of widening
participation reveals a substantial body of work relating to policy, student experience
and teaching methods which may enhance diversity and participation in the classroom
(see Hockings 2010). Conversely, little research addresses how campus design may
contribute to this process. As feminist theorist Stephanie Krusemark notes in her
investigation of African American womens’ experiences of HE, “non-white students still
report experiences of a non-welcoming campus climate […] Yet the built campus
environment has remained a silent element in all of their accounts and thus, rendered
neutral […] the impact that the built campus environment can have on the physical and
psychological experience of identity is an area of inquiry that has rarely been
considered” (2012, p. 26 – 27). Krusemark’s study reveals that, in the American context,
campus design perpetuates a patriarchal, Eurocentric image of a white ‘collegiate ideal’
– one in which black females feel self-conscious, conspicuous, and inherently like they
do not fully belong.
In the next section, the perceptions of a cohort of new architecture students are
examined, to discover how their own campus appears to them and to suggest ways
that they read the built environment.
Researching perceptions of the campus
There are many benefits for students through participating in research and inquiry
tasks, including positive student perceptions of the teaching and learning process
and a deeper student engagement with coursework (Homewood et al 2011, p. 7).
As a pedagogical approach, research enhanced learning and teaching (RELT) asserts
the importance of exposing students to, and engaging them in, various research
activities throughout their education. RELT encompasses a spectrum of activities which
provide students with different levels of engagement in the University’s research
culture, ranging from academics presenting their own research findings in lectures,
through to students devising research questions, choosing and testing research
methods, analysing data, and publishing and presenting results.
Students in the first semester of their architecture degree were chosen to
participate in the campus research project. As such, a method which introduced the
students to a research activity by acting as research participants – in other words by
completing a survey – was considered appropriate to their limited level of experience.
Students were then shown the results of the research – the data they had provided – in
a follow up lecture. By asking students to give their own opinions of the campus
environment, the activity encouraged students to reflect on their own first hand
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experience or ‘reading’ of familiar designed spaces. It rendered somewhat challenging
or abstract design theories (semiotics) accessible by relating these theories to an
immediate real life example. Finally, it was hoped that this application of RELT would be
more interactive and engaging than presenting research conducted without the direct
input of the students. In their review of RELT, Homewood et al (2011, p. 6) encourage
this form of “knowledge-producing” activities as they allow students to “engage in the
process as participants in research and inquiry”.

The survey design
The survey asked students to respond to six images of University of Nottingham
campus environments (figures 1 – 6). These images were selected from the University’s
Image Bank which is used for branding and publications, and is thus an officially
endorsed visual record of the Institution, an aspect of the research design that was
pointed out to students in the post-survey lecture.
For each image, students were asked five questions, composed on a Likert scale:
x WELCOMING: How friendly or welcoming is this environment?
(ranging from 1/ very unwelcoming and unfriendly, 3/ neutral, through to 5/ very
welcoming and friendly);
x EXCLUSIVE: How exclusive or inclusive is this environment?
(ranging from 1/ very exclusive and elitist, 3/ neutral, through to 5/ very inclusive
and open to all);
x INTIMIDATING: How intimidating or accessible is this environment?
(ranging from 1/ very intimidating / feels very inaccessible, 3/ neutral, through to 5/
the opposite of intimidating / feels very accessible);
x EXPENSIVE: How expensive or affordable does this environment appear to
you?
(ranging from 1/ very expensive / only for the wealthy, 3/ neutral, through to 5/
very affordable / not just for the wealthy);
x ACADEMIC: How much does this environment appear to be a place of
academic learning?
(ranging from 1/ very academic / this is definitely a uni, 3/ neutral, through to 5/ not
at all ‘academic’ / does not look like a uni)
Socio-demographic questions asked students about their educations and financial
backgrounds, namely:
x FAMILIARITY: How much have time have you spent within university campus
environments in the past?
(ranging from never through to very frequent)
x YOUR FAMILY BACKGROUND: What is your family’s history of university
education?
(ranging from being the first to attend in two generations through to parents being
university staff)
x YOUR UNIVERSITY STATUS: How are you enrolled / funded at this university?
(ranging from full fee paying international students through to students with full
scholarships)
This data was used to analyse possible correlations between students’ place
perceptions and their widening participation backgrounds.
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Survey delivery, response rate and researcher response
The survey was initially delivered via Moodle, the online Learning Management
System or Virtual Learning Environment (VLE). Advantages of using Moodle included:
x convenience (the ability to voluntarily participate in their own time and in
private)
x control over who participates (only students enrolled in the targeted year one
module were able to access the specific University of Nottingham Moodle
page where the survey was uploaded for a restricted time period of 12 days)
x complete anonymity (submissions were not linked to student ID making
tracing them impossible)
x introducing online learning to the students in a non threatening way (as new
starters their familiarity with Moodle was limited; participating in an activity
that was not linked to a compulsory or assessable task provided an
opportunity to engage with the technology free from pressure)
x enabling staff to try the VLE method of delivery (Moodle was only introduced
the University of Nottingham in 2012, meaning this was a new system for
researchers to ‘test out’)
x the immediate digitisation and initial analysis of data (Moodle generated
spreadsheets and graphs based on submissions ready for researcher use)
x environmental impact (saving paper)
In practice, however, Moodle suffered technical problems which significantly
limited student participation. When very few responses were initially received students
were reminded about the survey in their weekly lecture; several students then
responded that they had attempted the survey only to receive error messages which
prevented their electronic submission. IT staff attempted to solve the problem, and a
second version of the survey was uploaded. Unfortunately this also resulted in the
same problems and limited successful submissions – although this time students who
encountered the problem proactively reported it. It was then decided to issue 50 hard
copy take home surveys, of which over 25% were submitted.
The final overall response rate was low (22 participants, or 12% of potential
respondents), either due to the problems with Moodle or other reasons; this has
limited the reliability of the data collected. Nevertheless it was decided to proceed with
analysing and presenting the data available, and that the limitations of relying on a
small data sample were pointed out to students as part of the post-survey lecture
presentation.

Survey Findings
The following description of each image – which formed part of the post-survey
lecture content – outlines how each of these designed environments can be read as a
form of communication. Each description is followed by a summary of the student’s
responses to the images. For this paper, only the welcoming / unwelcoming, inclusive /
3
exclusive and intimidating / accessible questions will be reported.

3

As the focus of this paper is on the value of a RELT approach (not on the research
findings per se) only a summary of the data and analysis is presented.
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Figure 1. Survey ‘Campus Image E’ (University of Nottingham University Park campus, Trent
Building). Source: University of Nottingham image bank, Lisa Gilligan-Lee, 2009.

C AMPUS IMAGE E - U NIVERSITY P ARK CAMPUS , T RENT B UILDING
In the 1920s the University of Nottingham’s University Park suburban campus was
4
established, and the Trent Building was designed as its architectural centrepiece.
Philanthropist Jesse Boots envisaged this area of the campus as a “public park” with the
Trent Building as a new “palace of education” gracing the shores of an ornamental lake
in the Picturesque tradition (Fawcett and Jackson 1998, p. 4). The neo-classical
structure remains one of the main iconic symbols of the University. In this image, the
symmetrical order and scale of the building, and its impressive if potentially distancing
landscape setting, present the most formal and palatial institutional edifice. Note a
similar view of this building seen from behind a set of large gates was available but was
considered too leading to be used for the survey.
This environment scored as being the most intimidating and unwelcoming of those
pictured. Over 50% of respondents found this to be ‘very’ or ‘a bit’ intimidating and
exclusive. However, feelings of this negative kind were not universal, with 15% ranking
the pictured environment as ‘very accessible’, and it attracted a mix of responses about
being ‘welcoming’.

4

This was known as the Civic College before becoming a University in 1948.
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Figure 2. Survey ‘Campus Image F’ (University of Nottingham University Park campus, Portland
Building). Source: University of Nottingham image bank, Lisa Gilligan-Lee, 2010.

C AMPUS IMAGE F – U NIVERSITY P ARK CAMPUS , P ORTLAND B UILDING
The Portland Building, like the Trent building discussed above, is situated on the
main University Park campus, where during its establishment civic monuments in a
“classical language” were “judiciously placed in an arcadian landscape” (Fawcett and
Jackson, p. 5) along the lines of the Olmstedian model. Interestingly, by the 1950s this
traditional style of campus planning, where campus life was detached from the modern
urban street, was critiqued by some as being “isolationist” (Brett, cited in Fawcett and
Jackson 1998, p 5). Despite this, students responded to the image of the Portland
building with a mix of views ranging from somewhat unwelcoming to very welcoming in
almost equal measure, suggesting it is perceived as being more inclusive than its
generally ‘unwelcoming’ Trent building neighbour. Not one student surveyed found this
environment ‘very’ unwelcoming or inaccessible, and over 50% found it to be
somewhat or very inclusive. One interpretation of this finding may lie not in the
semiotics of the architecture or the landscape design, but of its representation: In this
photograph, two smiling students sit in casual repose in the foreground, and the
camera angle positions the viewer at their level. Although the two spaces being
depicted in figures 1 and 2 are similar, the way they are populated in the photograph
(one empty, the other shown being used in an accessible and friendly context) appears
to have influenced student responses.
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Figure3. Survey ‘Campus Image A’ (University of Nottingham Sutton Bonnington campus main
building). Source: University of Nottingham image bank, 2008.

C AMPUS IMAGE A – M AIN BUILDING , S UTTON B ONNINGTON
The University features a number of other campus sites which also express the
image of the institution. At Sutton Bonnington, a village ten miles south of the main
Nottingham campus, an Agricultural College (established 1915) became part of the
University in 1947. The main building on site is another neo-classical symmetrical
building in a generous landscape setting in the college style.
Responses to the image of this environment displayed some contradictions. The
majority of students described it as ‘somewhat intimidating’ (almost 50%) but almost
the same number found it to be ‘somewhat welcoming’. Despite being built as an
agricultural college not a university per se, this environment received the highest
number of respondents for ‘very’ or ‘somewhat exclusive’ (over 70%). Again the way
the image is composed – at a distance and unpopulated – may contribute to these
results.
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Figure4. Survey ‘Campus Image C’ (University of Nottingham Sutton Bonnington campus Plant
Sciences building). Source: University of Nottingham image bank, Martine Hamilton Knight
Photography, 2009.

C AMPUS IMAGE C – N EW BUILDINGS , S UTTON B ONNINGTON
The Sutton Bonnington has since been expanded with modern and contemporary
additions, including some low and medium rise buildings such as the Plant and Crop
Sciences building.
Responses to this building image were relatively neutral or moderate in all cases,
with almost no students finding the image ‘very’ welcoming or unwelcoming, inclusive
or exclusive. Given the modest, unassuming scale and materials, and the presence of
people in this image, the fact that as many respondents found it ‘somewhat’ exclusive
as they did ‘somewhat inclusive’ is an unexpected result. Compared to the other older
Sutton Bonnington campus building (above) the image of this newer building was found
to be more welcoming and inclusive. Nevertheless the overall impression is one of
neutrality – this building appears to say little either way to attract or repel.
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Figure 5. Survey ‘Campus Image B’ (University of Nottingham Jubilee campus phase 1
development, Computer Sciences and learning resource centre). Source: University of Nottingham
image bank, 2008.

C AMPUS IMAGE B – P HASE 1 DEVELOPMENT , J UBILEE CAMPUS
Jubilee Park, established in the late 1990s and still under development, extends and
reinterprets the ‘buildings in a landscape’ model established at University Park over 70
years earlier. This suburban campus, includes a lake and a series of iconic buildings by
award winning architects such as Michael Hopkins. Environmental sustainability and
performance is one key feature of the masterplan.
The image of the contemporary timber clad buildings situated by a modest lake
received the most responses for the ‘very inclusive’ ‘very welcoming’ and ‘very
accessible’ questions. Only a very small number of students ranked the environment
below the neutral point (10% > ‘somewhat unwelcoming’). The image of this
environment which is at a human scale, and which is pictured with people using it, is
unsurprisingly considered to be less intimidating than its stone clad traditional
precursor, the Trent building. Based on this survey, it would seem that this is the kind
of build environment most likely to attract students into HE, and to assist them to feel
welcome and comfortable once they are here.
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Figure 6. Survey ‘Campus Image D’ (University of Nottingham Jubilee campus, phase 2
development). Source: University of Nottingham image bank, Make Architects, 2009.

C AMPUS IMAGE D – P HASE 2 DEVELOPMENT , J UBILEE CAMPUS
In 2009 Phase 2 of the Jubilee Campus was completed, adding several buildings
featuring the “high-tech materials and vivid colours” of contemporary headlinegrabbing design (Coulson et al 2011, pp. 33 – 35). The student survey image includes
the sculptural Innovation Park building as well as the Administration and International
Office buildings, and a freestanding landmark artwork ‘Aspire’. These structures are the
most overt example of built environment design which seeks to show the progressive,
forward thinking and innovative ethos of the institution. It is more akin to a business
park typology than the traditional arcadian University Park model.
Although it may have been designed to attract energetic and innovative minds, the
survey results suggest this assemblage of colourful buildings is not one which students
find welcoming. Almost half found it neither welcoming or unwelcoming. Less than 10%
found it accessible or very accessible, and one respondent found it very intimidating.
Half the respondents ranked it a ‘a bit exclusive’. Again the way the image is composed
– at a distance and unpopulated – may contribute to these results.
Finally, the question of how students’ perceptions of the campus relate to their
personal backgrounds remains to be explored further. Due to the smaller than
anticipated number of survey responses, a deeper analysis of the data according to the
socio-economic background of the respondents is difficult. Taking the ‘family
background’ variable as an example, when the respondents from opposite ends of the
educational spectrum are considered in isolation it appears that there is no causal
relationship between family educational background and campus perception. When
comparing two respondents who were the first to attend university in their families to
two students whose parents worked at university, analysis revealed that all held very
similar views. However without greater numbers these findings are not reliable.
T EACHING - LED RESEARCH ON CAMPUS
This project has tested a means of introducing research and theory to new design
students in an accessible way. In summary, students learned that places are generally
attributed with having meanings which can be encoded (by designers) and subjectively
decoded (by users). Semiotics – the science of signs – is an area of knowledge
concerned with understanding this encoding and decoding of meaning. When we look
780
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at the built environment semiotically, different types of spaces – buildings, landscapes
and their proportions, materials and other properties – carry with them certain effects
or implied messages. These meanings may build up and be culturally transmitted over
time, however they are not universally fixed or guaranteed, since they depend on
cultural norms and on the subjective response of each person who encounters that
space.
The results of the surveys completed by students showed a range of subjective
place perceptions for each campus image under consideration, thereby demonstrating
to the students how their own views of the same environments could differ. For
example the Trent building, a traditional neo-classical campus building in an expansive
landscape setting, was perceived as being unwelcoming or very unwelcoming to the
majority of students and yet very welcoming to some others. The research findings
illustrated patterns of shared meaning, as although no single image was ‘read’ in
exactly the same way by every respondent, there were discernable trends: One building
image was clearly the most welcoming (the Jubilee campus phase one – a
contemporary design at human scale) and others tended to have a more neutral
‘neither welcoming or unwelcoming’ effect. In all cases extreme responses (‘very’
welcoming or ‘very’ unwelcoming) were less frequent than ‘somewhat’ or neither’
responses. In future more contrasting examples of designed spaces could be chosen,
for example images of highly recognisable types such as the gated medieval Oxbridgestyle cloister compared to a new urban campus with cafes and plenty of student
activity in view. However if taking this approach one message being conveyed by the
project would be lost, namely that the one institution (in this case the University of
Nottingham) can have more than one image, more than one architectural and
landscape style, and hence communicate more than one message.
The research findings are not as comprehensive as had been hoped for due to the
limited number of students who were able to complete the online survey. Further
surveys are needed to gain a fuller understanding the campus’ ability to attract or repel
students, including those from widening participation backgrounds. It may be the case
that some environments are more or less welcoming regardless of socio-economic
factors. This study suggests that other factors, such as the composition of the image
being used in the survey itself, not the designed environment being depicted in that
image, plays a significant part. There is an apparent correlation between the
representation of campus environments and the perception of how welcoming and
friendly those depicted environments are to students, i.e. the photographic
composition and presence of people in the image appears to have influenced the
student’s response. Additional questioning is, however, required to prove or disprove
this interpretation.
Instead of seeing the lack of conclusive evidence as a failure on the part of the
research exercise, these findings were used in the student lecture to highlight some of
the problems and limitations facing research (and theory) of this kind. No attempt was
made to fully untangle the complexities of reading the built environment; a definitive
reading of the case study spaces was avoided, and a conclusive analysis of the survey
results was not offered to the students. Rather, what was emphasised in the
presentation, are the multiple subjective meanings of designed spaces, meanings which
arise from a range of factors including the intent of the designer, the perceiver or
‘reader’, and the role of representation (in this case university marketing photography)
in framing what we see and experience. The fact that all these processes dynamically
interact and can change over time was also noted. By problematising the research
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findings, students were exposed to a form of critique and discourse which is a part of all
research enquiry and debate. In effect, as well as introducing the notion that designers
should read places semiotically (a structuralist view), the post-structuralist critique of
5
meaning and interpretation was also introduced . As an early year one lecture, such
theoretical terms as post-structuralism were not explicitly used. Nevertheless, the idea
of meaning and the built environment was introduced and was followed up with the
idea that many meanings, and different interpretations of those meanings, are
possible.
One limitation of teaching-led research is that of confidentiality of the respondents.
From a human ethics point of view, ensuring the anonymity of participants is necessary
especially in light of the sensitive familial and financial information they provide.
However this presents restrictions to both teaching and research outcomes. Having the
ability to informally discuss why students had provided particular responses, either as
part of the follow up lecture or in smaller discussion groups, would potentially increase
their own understanding of the subjectivity of place perception and interpretation
through interactive debate. Further probing of students reasons for their responses
would also be very useful when interpreting the results of the research.
Despite its limitations as a means of collecting data in this instance, the teaching
outcomes of this project benefit students by informing them about the communicative
power of architecture and landscape design, encouraging them to critically reflect on
their own place perceptions, and exposing them to design research methods in an
accessible and participatory way.
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